
It is possible to make it dry faster with the appropriate                                          Quickener                                                 

...E IN CASO DI EMERGENZA O MINACCIA DI PIOGGIA

WHERE TO USE IT

 is used to waterproof balconies, terraces, covers, “onduline” roofing systems for pre-fabricated 

constructions, metal channels, gutters, mantles, floor slabs, cornices, canopies, flower boxes, containment tanks.

 can be applied to concrete and cement. With the suitable Primer (e.g. Liquigrip) it can also be applied to 

tiling and old bituminous membranes keeping a walkable surface. Stagnation resistant.

ADVANTAGES

 is ready to use. After it has dried it becomes

a whole waterproof elastic membrane. It come is a vast range of colours to best blend in with various surroundings.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

 has a creamy appearance, consistent and soft at the same time. It is single-component and ready-to-use 

therefore anyone can use it, both professionals and D-I-Y enthusiasts. It is made of  Styrene-Acrylic Elastomeric resins in 

watery dispersion, therefore free of solvents and has a low C.O.V. (Within 130gr/It Cat D/according to CE directives).

HOW TO APPLY IT

With a brush,  roller, spray or spatula both on horizontal and vertical surfaces without running. You do not need to mix or dilute. 

It is possible to pour                                  on the surfaces to be treated and spread it using the appropriate tools.

The waterproof liquid sheathing
CERTIFIED for CONCRETE

The waterproof liquid sheathing
CERTIFIED for CONCRETE

Segue --->



TECHNICAL DATA

PERFORMANCES

        and Q
UALIT Y certified

joints or mountsterraces balconies flashing

Theoretical yield 1 +/- 0.5 sq.m/1 per hand

Thinner water

Thinning roller

Thinning brush

Thinning spatula

Thinning spray

Appearance creamy glazed

Indoors/outdoors yes/yes

Tack time 5 – 6 hours

Dry to the touch 12 – 24  hours

Overcoating 24 hours

Dry depth walkability 48 hours

Specific weight 

Solid  weight  

Viscosity

Flammability not flammable

C.O.V.04/42 CE within limits 130 G/LT CAT D/a

Storage life 24 months

Washing tools water

Colours White,Grey,Oxide Red,Green,Slate,Terracotta

Packaging 20,000-10,000-5,000-1,000 kg


